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Abstract: PorphyStruct, a new digital tool for the analysis of
non-planar distortion modes of different porphyrinoids, and
its application to corrole structures is reported. The program
makes use of the normal-coordinate structure decomposition
technique (NSD) and employs sets of normal modes equiv-
alent to those established for porphyrins in order to describe
the out-of-plane dislocation pattern of perimeter atoms from
corroles, norcorroles, porphycenes and other porphyrinoids
quantitatively and in analogy to the established terminology.

A comparative study of 17 porphyrin structures shows very
similar results to the original NSD analysis and no systematic
error. Application to corroles is successful and reveals the
necessity to implement an extended basis of normal modes
for a large share of experimental structures. The results
frequently show the concomitant occurence of several modes
but remain interpretable. For group XI metal corroles the
phenomenon of supersaddling was unravelled, allowing for
more in-depths discussions of structure-function correlations.

Introduction

Porphyrins, chlorins and related biomacrocycles are generally
addressed as planar 18π aromatic systems, but the molecular
structures almost always exhibit non-planar C20N4 perimeters.[1]

The strength, nature and pattern of the deflection of perimeter
atoms from a mean plane is determined by intermolecular
effects such as crystal packing, supramolecular arrangements,
or weak interactions within protein binding pockets on the one
hand, and by intramolecular conditions such as metalation, axial
ligation, and peripheral substitution on the other. Associated
with the non-planar distortions[2] are changes in orbital
energies, orbital symmetries and orbital mixtures. The fine-
tuning of properties such as light absorption, excited state
lifetimes, or stability of spin and oxidation states of bound
metal ions is brought about by subtle non-planar conforma-
tional characteristics in many natural and non-natural porphyr-
inoid systems.[3]

Non-planar conformations can be assessed and quantita-
tively analysed for metal porphyrins and related systems with
the same 24-membered perimeter using the technique of

normal-coordinate structural decomposition (NSD) on crystallo-
graphically or theoretically determined molecular structures.[4]

This technique has recently been modernised and made web-
available by the Senge group.[5]

The NSD analysis separates the dislocations of the perimeter
atoms from a mean plane according to the symmetries of the
out-of-plane (oop) normal vibrations of a D4h symmetric
molecule into six different modes (Figure 1).[4,5] The three low-
energy modes B2u/saddling, B1u/ruffling, and A2u/doming are
frequently discussed in the relevant literature, and their effects
are well described in biomolecules as well as in model
systems.[3m,6] In contrast, the remaining and higher-energy
modes (Eg/waving and A1u/propellering) occur only to an
ancillary extent, and a unified interpretation of molecular or
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supramolecular parameters causing these distortions has to the
best of our knowledge not yet been derived for metal
porphyrins.[4a]

NSD analyses can also be successfully applied to non-
metallated porphyrin ligands, even though, strictly speaking, a
different minimal basis may have to be considered in these
cases due to the lower symmetry (see below). The values
obtained have nevertheless proven to be very helpful for the
assessment and interpretation of molecular structures, so that
the application of NSD may become a standard for the free
bases, too. Analysing ring-modified porphyrinoids, especially
isomeric, contracted and expanded porphyrinoids, however, is
not possible in this way. For the structural interpretation of
ring-contracted systems such as the naturally occurring corrins
and the much-noted corroles, various geometric parameters
have been discussed and used to describe related distortion
modes.[7] However, these rather descriptive methods are
unsuitable for a treatment of all modes and in particular do not
give a hint for the contribution of a given distortion type.

We have now been looking for a method for the
quantitative description of non-planar distortion modes com-
parable to the NSD analysis, which on the one hand retains the
terminology of the NSD method, but on the other hand is
flexible with respect to the size and shape of the macrocycle
perimeter. In this paper, we describe our approach leading to
the PorphyStruct program, compare our results for porphyrins
with those from the original NSD analysis, and demonstrate the
application upon corroles.

Results and Discussion

Porphyrinoid out-of-plane deformations in PorphyStruct

NSD and PorphyStruct describe the molecular structure of a
porphyrin (solid state structure or calculated structure) by a
linear combination of the normal modes as Equation (1):[4a]
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For a metal porphyrin as a non-linear molecule, there are
3N-6 modes (or vibrational degrees of freedom), which results
in 66 modes for the 24 framework atoms of the C20N4 perimeter.
Of these, N-3 modes (21) are assigned to out-of-plane (oop)
vibrations and 2N-3 modes (45) to in-plane (ip) vibrations. In the
point group D4h, there are five oop and ip symmetries each (B2u,
B1u, A2u, Eg(x,y), A1u, and A1g, A2g, B1g, B2g and Eu(x,y), respectively),
with one degenerate pair occurring in each case. The 21 oop
modes to which the approach in this contribution is restricted
are distributed among these symmetries as shown in
Equation (2):[4a]

Goop ¼ 2 A1u þ 3 A2u þ 3 B1u þ 3 B2u þ 5 Eg (2)

Each symmetry can be assigned a specific conformation
mode. Here A1u stands for propellering, A2u for doming, B1u for

saddling, B2u for ruffling and Eg for waving x,y (Figure 1). The
frequencies of the 21 modes can be determined by force field
calculations from a structure chosen as a standard reference.
Such reference should be as planar as possible in order to avoid
admixture of the individual modes. If only the lowest energy
mode within each symmetry is used for the analysis (the so-
called minimal basis), almost all found metal porphyrin
conformations can be described by this model with excellent
accuracy. The oop modes are thereby represented as deflection
pattern of the perimeter atoms from a mean plane, with the 24-
membered perimeter of the porphyrins remaining as an
invariable structural motif.

Three problems arise when attempting to transfer this
approach to porphyrinoids with a varied framework. The first
problem concerns the planar reference compounds. In the NSD,
the crystallographically determined molecular structure of
copper porphyrin 1 (Figure 2) is used for this purpose.
PorphyStruct also uses this copper porphyrin as a reference, but
as a DFT-optimised and perfectly D4h-symmetric structure
(B3LYP, def2-SVP with D3BJ dispersion). Contracted porphyr-
inoids such as the corroles or norcorroles, on the other hand,
only rarely exist in a nearly planar form. Therefore, DFT
structures of palladium(II) corrolate 2[8] under enforcement of a
C2v symmetry, as well as of the nickel norcorrole 3[9] under
enforcement of a D2h symmetry were used.[10] The enforcements
are necessary to prevent a “contamination” of the normal
modes by distortions occurring in the molecular minimum
structures (cp. negative doming frequency of norcorrole,
Table 1).

The second problem concerns the symmetry breaking that
occurs upon the transition from the D4h-symmetrical metal
porphyrin to the C2v-symmetrical metal corrole or to the D2h-
symmetrical metal norcorrole. For a metal corrole, for example,
20 oop normal modes are obtained, which are distributed over
only two symmetries as shown in Equation (3):

Figure 2. Reference compounds for NSD and PorphyStruct normal modes.

Table 1. Frequencies/cm� 1 and symmetries of metal porphyrin, corrole
and norcorrole normal modes of the minimal basis.

dom sad ruf wav pro

1 (D4h) 90 (A2u) 50 (B1u) 54 (B2u) 150 (Eg) 290 (A1u)
2 (C2v) 42 (B1) 82 (A2) 114 (B1) 150 (B1)

151 (A2)
362 (A2)

3 (D2h) � 26 (B3u) 89 (Au) 140 (B3u) 96 (B1g)
116 (B2g)

389 (Au)
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Goop ¼ 10 A2 þ 10 B1 (3)

The minimal basis for corroles thus consists only of A2

(saddling) and B1 (doming), which, however, is not sufficient for
a description of real structures. Therefore, further modes were
identified and assigned in analogy to the porphyrin case. In this
fashion an equivalent set with doming (B1), saddling (A2),
ruffling (B1), waving x/y (B1/A2) and propellering (A2) can be
found within the normal modes, which allows a good
description of many observed structures. In an analogous way,
one can also obtain an acceptable minimal basis for other
perimeter shapes. Table 1 lists the symmetries and the
frequencies of the minimal basis modes shown in Figure 3 for
metal porphyrins, metal corroles and metal norcorroles.[11]

While the absolute value of the vibrational frequencies for
the individual modes in Table 1 is considered insignificant,[4a]

the energetic order is realistic. For porphyrin, the orders used in
PorphyStruct and NSD are identical. However, the order is
different for different macrocycles. In particular, for both ring-
contracted species shown in Table 1, the doming mode is the
lowest in energy, while the ruffling mode is significantly raised.
The peculiar negative doming frequency for metal norcorrole

corresponds to a non-planar minimum structure of this
compound, which has in fact been observed in calculated
structures before.[12]

The supposed biggest hurdle in applying NSD to ring-
variant porphyrinoids is the perimeter determination and fitting
algorithm. For the PorphyStruct tool, this algorithm has been
split up into two parts. In the first part, the macrocycle is
recognised from the atomic coordinates by a graph theoretical
approach and the appropriate reference structure, which is
stored in the software, is selected on the basis of the recognised
perimeter. In the second step, the deflections of the perimeter
atoms from a mean plane are used to determine Doop,
analogous to the procedure in the NSD. PorphyStruct also uses
this procedure for the reference structures to set up a reference
matrix Aref with the Euclidean normalised Y-axes and solves the
following system of equations for the vector X (the result of the
individual modes in Å) using the algorithm for matrix QR
decomposition[13] with Equation (4):

Aref*X ¼ Dobs (4)

PorphyStruct uses any .xyz, .cif, and .mol2 files as input
formats, and simply loads these by drag-and-drop. When
analysing crystallographic structures, disorder and co-crystalli-
sates are automatically removed or neglected. If there is more
than one molecular structure in the asymmetric unit, all
individually different molecules are recognised and analysed
separately, producing colour coded results to choose from (see
Supporting Information). The graphical and numerical output of
PorphyStruct is similar to the one of the NSD web-tool,[5] but the
analysis is limited to the occurrence and quantification of the
oop normal modes. Several file formats can be chosen for
output and storage of data and diagrams. In addition,
frequently used and helpful structural parameters like the
above mentioned dihedral angles, helicity, interplanar angle
etc. are automatically produced (Figure 4). A comparison of the
best fit of the theory with the molecular structure is also

Figure 3. Linear display representations of metal corrole and norcorrole
minimal basis normal modes.

Figure 4. Definitions of helicity and special angles on the corrole framework,
as given by the PorphyStruct output.
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provided and allows for simple assessment of the quality and
plausibility of the analyses.

PorphyStruct and NSD analyses of porphyrin structures

As a proof of concept, seventeen porphyrin structures were
examined with PorphyStruct and the results were compared
with those of the NSD analysis[4a] (Table 2). In order to enable a
comprehensive comparison, the absolute values for the total
distortion Doop and the deviation from the NSD results for the
different oop conformational modes were calculated. For this
purpose, the contribution of the major mode to the total
distortion is listed. In addition, the differences between the
PorphyStruct and the NSD results are given for each mode.

As Table 2 shows, the PorphyStruct values for the total
distortion Doop are at or very close to the values from the NSD
analysis in all examined cases. The differences, if any, are small
and rarely exceed 1% of the absolute value. The largest
difference is found for nickel-porphyrin 6 with slightly above
1%. Significant differences between the results of the two
methods are uncovered neither for particularly large nor for
particularly small Doop values, and the presence and extent of
certain distortion modes has not led to a particular preference.
The same applies to different metal ions as well as to the free
bases.

The mean value of the saddling mode is weighted lower by
PorphyStruct than by the NSD analysis (maximum value � 1.7%
for 13). The ruffling mode, on the other hand, is slightly
accentuated in PorphyStruct. The average doming mode
contribution remains the same by both methods, and the
propellering mode plays only a very minor role throughout.
Overall, there are no significant specific differences between the
results of the two analysis methods. In particular, very similar
distributions of the oop modes are obtained within a given total

distortion. For the selected set of molecular structures, the
minor deviations certainly do not stem from a different treat-
ment due to the nature of the compounds, but probably from
the use of slightly different references for the overall structural
assessment.

Corroles

Beside the natural corrins, corroles are arguably the ring-
contracted porphyrinoids which draw the most scientific
attention. This macrocycle has occasionally been discussed in
the past with respect to non-planar distortion modes and the
influence of those on electronic structures and reactivities.[7b,d,I;31]

We have therefore chosen this tetrapyrrole and discuss here
some specific findings we unravelled using PorphyStruct analy-
ses on experimental structures obtained through the Cam-
bridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC).

Non-planarity of free corrole bases

In the N4 cavity of experimental structures of non-metallated
porphyrins, there are two protons typically in a trans position
with respect to each other. The mutual repulsion of these
protons generally leads to a B2g symmetric in-plane distortion,[5]

so that most free base porphyrins do not deviate significantly
from a planar structure unless they are forced by a sterically
active periphery. Therefore a weak saddling distortion is the
most frequently observed oop mode for the free bases.

The conditions are different for the free corrole bases. The
presence of a third proton inside of the N4 cavity of the corrole
leads to stronger repulsion of the NH groups and thus to the
rotation of the C4N rings out of a mean macrocycle plane. An
almost planar structure is only found for the corrole radical,[7c]

Table 2. Comparison of PorphyStruct and NSD results on 17 porphyrin structures.

Compound[a] Doop (ΔDoop)
[b] Major mode [%] Δdom [%] Δsad [%] Δruf [%] Δwav [%][c] Δpro [%]

4 (tpp)Fe(py)2
[14] 0.828 (+ /� 0) ruf 54.97 � 0.19 � 1.39 +1.19 +0.34 +0.05

5 (tpp)Co(H2O)Cl
[15] 1.546 (+ /� 0) ruf 61.34 � 0.13 � 1.45 +1.48 +0.10 + /� 0

6 (p)Ni[16] 0.088 (� 0.001) ruf 56.52 � 0.17 +0.04 � 1.87 +2.33 � 0.33
7 (oep)Ni A[17] 0.079 (+ /� 0) wav 99.93 + /� 0 +0.01 +0.04 � 0.07 +0.01
8 (oep)Ni B[18] 0.136 (+ /� 0) wav 99.95 + /� 0 +0.01 +0.03 � 0.05 +0.01
9 (oep)Ni C[19] 1.461 (+ /� 0) ruf 93.15 + /� 0 � 0.54 +0.47 +0.07 + /� 0
10 (tmp)Ni[20] 0.314 (+ /� 0) wav 55.94 +0.07 � 0.71 � 0.06 +0.92 � 0.22
11 (oetpp)Ni[21] 3.817 (+ /� 0) sad 93.87 +0.05 � 0.32 +0.01 +0.26 + /� 0
12 (dtBup)Ni[22] 2.243 (� 0.006) ruf 77.00 � 0.54 +0.02 +0.58 � 0.03 � 0.02
13 (dptetmp)Ni[23] 1.220 (+0.001) sad 76.76 +0.02 � 1.71 +0.09 +1.48 +0.12
14 (tpp)Cu[24] 1.204 (+ /� 0) ruf 87.64 +0.01 � 1.11 +1.04 +0.07 +0.01
15 (hetmp)Cu[25] 1.741 (+ /� 0) ruf 72.67 � 0.30 � 0.45 +0.86 � 0.05 � 0.05
16 (tnpcp)Zn(py)[26] 0.710 (+ /� 0) dom 67.60 � 0.18 + /� 0 � 0.15 � 0.03 +0.06
17 (tpp)Tl(CN)[27] 0.497 (+ /� 0) dom 63.99 +1.25 � 0.11 +0.48 � 1.69 +0.06
18 H2(p)

[28] 0.104 (+ /� 0) ruf 56.61 � 0.92 � 0.05 � 1.67 +2.59 � 0.05
19 H2(oep)

[29] 0.126 (+ /� 0) wav 99.86 +0.03 +0.03 +0.05 � 0.14 +0.03
20 H2(dppf28)

[30] 0.660 (+ /� 0) wav 99.99 +0.01 + /� 0 + /� 0 � 0.01 + /� 0

[a] tpp=dianion of 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin; p=dianion of porphyrin; oep=dianion of 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin; tmp=dianion of
5,10,15,20-tetramethylporphyrin; oetpp=dianion of 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethyl-5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin; dtBup=dianion of 5,15-di-t-butylpor-
phyrin; dptetmp=dianion of 5,15-diphenyl-2,8,12,18-tetraethyl-3,7,13,17-tetramethylporphyrin; hetmp=dianion of 2,5,8,12,15,18-hexaethyl-3,7,13,17-
tetramethylporphyrin; tnpcp=dianion of tetra-(nitrophenyl)chiroporphyrin; dpp-f28=dianion of 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octa-4-fluorophenyl-5,10,15,20-tetrakis
(pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin. [b] ΔDoop=Doop(PorphyStruct) – Doop(NSD). [c] The waving value wav is determined to wav= jwav x j + jwav y j .
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as only two inner protons are present here, which minimises
the repulsion. Moreover, for the evaluation of corrole structures,
not only different conformations have to be taken into
consideration, but basically also two different tautomeric forms,
which are characterised by the binding of one or two protons
to the bipyrrole subunit (Figure 5). In most known cases,
oligopyrrolic macrocycles containing bipyrroles carry two pro-
tons on this substructure,[32] and in the case of corrole,
calculations and measurements prove that the most stable
tautomer is form I with two bipyrrolic protons (Figure 5).[33] For
the sake of simplicity, the following analysis is limited to this
preferred tautomer.

From simple geometrical considerations, two of the six oop
modes can be expected to be energetically favourable for free
corrole bases. On the one hand, it appears attractive if the three
neighbouring C4NH rings of the corrole core are alternately
rotated upwards and downwards from a mean plane. This is
equivalent to a saddling conformation, although there should
still be residual repulsive forces between the two opposing
protons. As an alternative, a cis instead of trans repulsion can
be considered, especially for structures that are not too
distorted. This is equivalent to a waving x mode in which both
bipyrrolic NH groups are dislocated to the same side of the
macrocycle mean plane, and the opposite N-H.N unit to the
other. The alternatively conceivable waving y conformation,
however, is less favourable, since here a cis repulsion occurs
within a dipyrromethene unit, which appears energetically
raised due to the NH functions pointing stronger towards each
other (Figure 5).

For a PorphyStruct analysis, 69 structures of meso-substi-
tuted free corrole bases were obtained from the CCDC database
(see Supporting Information) and the results of the structure
simulations were first evaluated with regard to their validity. In
all cases where the theoretical total distortion Doop(sim)
deviated from the experimental values by more than 3%, the
minimal basis was considered to be an unsuitable standard and
the results were not used any further. Of the 52 structures
remaining, 38 showed an average distortion value Doop(exp)
between 0.6 and 1.0. Stronger distortions up to Doop(exp)=1.8
were obtained from 14 structures (Figure 6). The distribution of
the individual oop modes among the structures with mean
values of total distortion results in the expected dominance of

saddling (36%) and waving x (26%), and also assigns the
doming mode a still significant 20% share of the total
distortion. Waving y, ruffling and propellering, on the other
hand, are significantly less involved with only 8%, 9% and 1%,
respectively. With increasing total oop distortion, the impor-
tance of the saddling mode increases markedly until it reaches
a value of 58% for the most distorted molecule at oop(exp)=1.8.
Here, all corroles with sterically encumbered periphery are
found at high Doop values. As in the case of the corresponding
porphyrins, a high degree of substitution thus also particularly
strengthens the saddling mode of the corroles. The relatively
strong waving x mode in undisturbed free corrole bases shows
the stronger repulsion of trans-NH groups in this ring-
contracted porphyrinoid, which appears feasible with respect to
the smaller N4 cavity size.

Metal corrole conformations

For the investigation of metal corrole structures, 114 data sets
from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC; see
Supporting Information) were analyzed with PorphyStruct with
respect to oop distortions. In 49 cases, models were obtained
for which the deviation from the experimental structure was
larger than 3%. Apparently, for many metal corroles the use of
the minimal basis from the 6 metal porphyrin-analogous modes
of lowest energy is not sufficient for a comprehensive
description of their non-planarity. For this reason, and similar to
a routine used within the NSD analysis, an extended basis was
generated, which additionally contains the energetically second
lowest modes of the 6 respective distortions (Figure 7). With
this extended basis, 113 of the 114 structures could be
described satisfactorily. The remaining structure, which still has
an error of >7% even with the parameters of the extended
basis, was not considered further.

Figure 5. Tautomeric forms of corrole I and II, and representation of
hydrogen atom locations within the waving x and waving y distortions of
form I.

Figure 6. Out-of-plane distortion mode distribution of experimental free base
corrole structures. Compounds are grouped for the extent of total distortion
Doop.
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The results of the PorphyStruct analysis clearly demonstrate
that the observable non-planar modes of metal corroles, as in
the case of metal porphyrins, occur as a result from different
intra- and intermolecular conditions. The modes are strongly
dependent on the metal ions (ion radius and electronic
configuration as well as coordination number) and the axial
ligands (number, and steric demand by size and shape). As for
the free corrole bases, this is overlaid by the substitution
pattern of the tetrapyrrole. For similar compounds different
major modes are sometimes found, indicating the
supramolecular influence of crystal packing motifs. For a more
detailed description, a treatment of metal corroles in selected
groups is therefore advantageous.

Main group corroles. Of the 20 structures containing five-
and six-coordinate (5C and 6C) main group central atoms from
the groups XIII (Al, Ga), XIV (Ge, Sn) and XV (P, Sb), 13 could be
described satisfactorily with the minimal basis. For the sake of
comparability, all structures were thus analysed with the
extended basis (see Supporting Information). Figure 8 shows
averaged results for typical subgroups with large and small
central atoms in different coordination numbers.

The result of the analysis shows that in most cases all modes
except for propellering are present to a significant extent. The
waving modes of the main group corroles appear to be
stronger for the 6C species. Pronounced doming modes are
shown by the 5C compounds of Ge and Sn. In the generally less
distorted 6C structures, however, these modes also occur in
intermediate total values, and can even be the major modes as
for Ga. Saddling modes, on the other hand, are rather under-
represented. The presence of ruffling modes shows some
dispersion among the compounds of this selected subgroup,
with the small 6C phosphorus(V) derivatives providing the most
ruffled macrocycles. Thus, a dependency on the ion size and
the coordination number on the non-planar distortion pattern
is clearly discernible, although the number of available exper-
imental structures is still too small for a strong statement to be
made.

Chromyl corroles. Besides the phosphorus(V) corroles, ruf-
fling modes have also been reported in the literature for
chromyl corroles with the small Cr(V) central atom.[7i] A
PorphyStruct analysis of 7 structures (6 x meso-triaryl, 1x β-
octaalkyl substitution) with the minimal basis succeeds only in
two cases, so that the extended basis is used again. The
compounds reveal a Doop value for the overall distortion of
0.39–0.68, and significant doming modes of 0.19–0.44 Å, with
the octaalkyl compound being the most distorted species. With
two exceptions, the saddling modes are only slightly pro-
nounced, but the described ruffling modes are indeed also
found in this analysis throughout all compounds with values
between 0.19 Å and 0.51 Å. On average, a picture emerges for
the chromyl corroles in which 30.0% of the total distortion can
be attributed to doming and 31.7% to ruffling. Nevertheless,
the saddling modes with 21.9% and the waving modes with a
combined 14.8% are also significantly involved in the out-of-
plane conformation. The PorphyStruct analysis thus allows a
much more differentiated picture of the existing structures then
earlier geometric descriptions could do, mainly through the
quantification of individual mode contributions.

(5C)-Mn(IV) corroles. 8 examples of pentacoordinated man-
ganese(IV) corroles with axial halogen or aryl substitution were
analysed (see Supporting Information). In all cases, the minimal
basis proves to be sufficient. Surprisingly, the structures are
very different from each other and a comparison in terms of a
preferred conformation does not reveal any clear molecular
correlation. Thus, depending on the case, doming, saddling or
ruffling appears as the main distortion mode, and a second
mode is usually enhanced, too. Apparently, intermolecular
interactions are of particular importance in this group. The
strong doming of the chlorido derivatives, the lesser overall
distortion of the Mn(aryl) derivatives 21 and 22,[34] and the
strong differentiation of the waving modes are striking (Fig-
ure 9), although possibly not relevant within a larger picture
due to the small number of comparative data sets. For an
interpretation of these findings, more structural data will be
necessary in the future.

Figure 7. Second set of metal corrole distortion modes with symmetries and
frequencies, used for the extended basis.

Figure 8. Out-of-plane distortion mode distribution and total distortion Doop

of selected main group metal corrole structures.
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Coinage Metal Corroles. The most prominent group of metal
corroles with specific non-planar distortion pattern recognised
so far is the copper corroles. A concise saddling conformation is
documented in the literature. This conformation is associated
with the occurrence of a non-innocent corrole radical dianion
ligand in these compounds and an antiferromagnetic inter-
action of the Cu 3d(x2-y2) electron with the corrole π radical.
Thirteen structures of copper, silver and gold corroles could be
analysed with PorphyStruct, and in all but one Au case the use
of the extended basis is advised (see Supporting Information).
In fact, for this group of compounds the minimal basis yields by
far the largest deviations of up to 67.1% from the experimental
structures. The literature-known dominance of the saddling
mode could indeed be proven in all cases. Figure 10 illustrates a
typical result.[7b]

In fact, the Cu and Ag corroles are the only substances
investigated so far to always reveal a very distinctive saddling2
mode, and frequently an enhanced waving y (with 10- and 11-
fold substitution of the corrole) or waving y2 mode. Cu and Ag
corroles can therefore be considered to display a supersaddling
conformation. Such supersaddling is also found in one of the
two Au corrole cases studied. The other modes are - with a few
exceptions - only very weak.

Conclusion

PorphyStruct is now available for analysing non-planar distortion
modes of many porphyrinoids like corroles, corrphycenes,
porphycenes, heterocorroles, isocorroles, corrolazines and nor-
corroles, all of which show great potential for a functional
analysis of their molecular structures. We could show that the
non-planar conformations of porphyrinoids with perimeters
deviating from the porphyrin one can be satisfactorily described
by a set of normal modes. The selection of these modes is
achieved by comparing the deflection diagrams with the known
oop modes of metal porphyrins, whereby the use of an
analogous set of six modes as a minimal basis is sufficient in
many cases. An extended basis, which additionally contains the
second lowest-energy mode of each type, can also been
established for the treatment of structures that cannot be
satisfactorily described with the minimal basis.

The usability of the new tool was proven by applying it to
experimental structures of corroles and metal corroles. Here it is
shown that the reduced symmetry of the porphyrinoids often
leads to the occurrence of more than one major individual
mode for the description of a given non-planarity pattern. In
many cases, doming, saddling and ruffling modes are found
side by side, and waving x/y modes are also more prominent
than within porphyrin structures. An interpretation of the
results along the lines known for the porphyrins is nevertheless
possible. For example, the interpretation of a ruffling mode as
an adaptation of the macrocycle perimeter to a very small
central atom still applies to corroles, but is not an exclusive
explanation. Similarly, saddling is also motivated in corroles by
large central atoms and an overloaded periphery, although
waving modes are increasingly interfering. A special feature
associated with the use of the extended basis is the phenomen-
on of supersaddling, in which the saddling2 mode comes to the
side of the saddling mode to a significant extent. The
interpretation of such findings will become more straightfor-

Figure 9. PorphyStruct results for two Mn(aryl)corroles 21 and 22, using the
minimal basis. Top rows: molecular structure and linear display of non-planar
distortions. Bottom rows: colour-coded bar plots of the contributions of the
six lowest-energy porphyrin-like normal modes to the overall distortion Doop.

Figure 10. Supersaddling of a typical copper corrole 23:[7b] PorphyStruct
analysis result, using the extended basis. Top row: molecular structure and
linear display of non-planar distortions. Bottom row: colour-coded bar plot
of the contribution of the lowest-energy (dark) and second-lowest-energy
porphyrin-like normal modes (bright) to the overall distortion Doop.
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ward as more structures will become available and analysed in
the future.

Implementation and Availability
PorphyStruct was written in the object-oriented programming
language C# based on .NET 5.0. For the calculation of the mean
plane and the composition of the normal modes, the matrix SVD
and matrix QR algorithms from the MathNET.Numerics[13] program
package were used. The processing of the files (cif, xyz, mol2) is
done by means of code which was stored in a separate library[35] for
reasons of reusability. The linear display diagrams were realised
using the cross-platform plotting library OxyPlot,[36] the 3D molec-
ular structures using Helix Toolkit.[37] For the user interface and
implementation of the MVVM software design pattern, further
open-source libraries were used.[38]

The source code of PorphyStruct is available/viewable at https://
github.com/JensKrumsieck/PorphyStruct. The software can be
downloaded at https://github.com/JensKrumsieck/PorphyStruct/re-
leases/latest.
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